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Thanks for taking the time to take a look at our breeding program.
Our family has been in the seedstock business since 1939 when
Jim MacDonald purchased his first registered Polled Hereford
females. We have been breeding Salers since 1983 and have
had an annual production sale every year since 1972.
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We breed around 650 females that serve as the foundation of
our Salers and Optimizer composite breeding program. We do
over 500 AI services each year in our effort to introduce the best
possible genetics into our seedstock offering and also have an aggressive embryo transplant program. We have collected carcass
data on all of our cull steers and heifers since 1995 and 2016 will
mark the 17th year that we have ultrasounded all of our bulls and
replacement heifers for carcass traits.
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The ranch is located 10 miles southeast of Bismarck, North Dakota on the bluffs overlooking the Missouri River valley on scenic
State Hwy 1804 where Bill’s grandfather homesteaded in the
1880’s. Even though Bill MacDonald, the patriarch of MacDonald
Ranch Salers, was called home to meet his Lord and Savior in
late 2013, MacDonald Ranches will continue to strive to produce
seedstock genetics that meet and exceed the high standards he
established.
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TORRINGTON is making his mark as one of the best balanced
herdsires we have ever produced. His all-polled progeny combine
moderate birth weight with outstanding performance and superb
structure. Plus, his daughters are herdbuilders.
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ELIMINATOR has established himself as an outstanding sire of calving ease combined with performance, structural integrity and striking
phenotype. Selling 12 sons including 6 flush full brothers.
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Have more live calves than ever before.

Lighter birth weight and slender conformation of the Salers calf
means more live calves with fewer assisted births. Newborn Salers
calves get up and start suckling fast, even in tough weather conditions. Meat Animal Research Center (MARC) across-breed EPD
adjustment factors show Salers to be the lightest birth weight of the
Continental breeds.

Add thickness, length, muscle and gainability to
your calf crop.
Our Salers and Optimizer Composites will put better butts, wider
tops and more stretch in your calves. Take advantage of the benefits of heterosis.

Maintain carcass quality.

Over 20 years of collected carcass data and 17 years of complete
ultrasound data enable us to offer superior carcass-trait genetics.
Meat Animal Research Center (MARC) across-breed EPD adjustment factors show Salers to be the highest marbling of the Continental breeds.

Increase maternal efficiency.

Great milking and long-lived Salers and Salers-cross females are
well known for their ability to raise a big calf and come back in bred
year after year. They’ll give you more pounds of calf weaned per
cow exposed than any other crossbreeding option.
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OPP SABER is a homozygous polled sire who sets the standard in
many traits among Optimizer parents. His progeny are consistently
ultra-gentle with enviable thickness and performance along with attractive profiles. His birthweight to yearling spread is breed-leading.
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VISTA was the $12,000 top selling Salers bull of our 2012 sale. His
progeny are marked with extraordinary capacity and fleshing ability
and his daughters are moderate-framed, broody, high-capacity and
productive females.
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A new purebred Salers leader for Birth Weight and Calving
Ease EPD’s whose progeny are marked by their ultra-gentle
dispositions and performance. His daughters should follow the
pattern of his sire, CENTURION, with their near perfect udders.
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We purchased this Optimizer herdsire as the top selling bull of
the breed in 2014 from Ward Ranches. His progeny feature
tremendous capacity with an eye-catching design and powerful
performance tempered with moderate birth weights.

Optimize the Maternal

Part of the success of our Optimizer Composites is that they
are all composed of complementary maternal breeds. This
creates a composite that not only takes advantage of heterosis, but also produces a predictably efficient and productive
crossbred replacement female. We think the Salers X Angus
(or Red Angus) female is the most efficient and productive
commercial cow in the industry.

Balance the Carcass

The complementarity of Salers and Angus is just as impressive
when applied to carcass traits. Angus have set the industry
standard for excellence in marbling. Salers excel in producing
lean carcasses without excess external fat. Their well-muscled
carcasses have big ribeyes and a high percentage fall into the
Yield Grade 1 or Yield Grade 2 category. They also have outstanding feed conversion and gainability in the feedlot. Salers
also tend to have higher marbling scores than other Continental breeds, though not as high as Angus.

Manage Heterosis

Optimizer composites easily fit into many crossbreeding situations and can make it easier for you to manage heterosis and
breed complementarity in your cowherd. To see how our
Salers and Optimizers can help you advance your crossbreeding program, give us a call or visit

www.macdonaldranches.com

THINK ABOUT IT!

High-quality Salers genetics have more value in today’s marketplace than ever! You may need a magnifying glass, but
take a minute to study this formula calculation sheet. This is
the grid sheet from a load of cattle that we finished in our
own feedlot and sold to JBS in Grand Island, NE in November.
The cattle marked up an average of nearly $50/head over the
base price due to their performance on the grid. Why? Grading 93% Choice and Prime, they beat the plant averages for
marbling related traits which accounted for about $22 of the
$50 premium. But another chunk of the premium came from
the leanness and muscularity of the carcasses. These cattle
were over 88% YG 3 or better while the plant averages were
only 77%. In today’s environment of extremely heavy carcass
weights, Salers-cross cattle are able to put on extra pounds
without the extra fat, putting them at a significant advantage
over most of the straight-bred English cattle going through
the plants. These cattle even beat the plant average for
Certified Angus Beef by almost 20% and they weren’t all
black! Many black cattle today are not qualifying for Certified
Angus Beef because overly fat Yield Grade 4 and 5 cattle are
rejected. As we’ve been saying for years, adding Salers genetics takes off the fat while retaining the marbling and that’s
seeing a significant premium in today’s marketplace. Add
in the extra value of the calf survivability, fertility, longevity,
milking ability and hardiness of Salers-cross females and Salers genetics make a lot of sense as your best crossbreeding
option to realize the most profit from your cowherd.

